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MEETING NOTICE
This month, Dr. Peter Ramsden of McMaster University has kindly

agreed to present a talk concerning his recent research in the Trent valley.
Peter will be discussing both their ongoing archaeological survey and his
excavations on a number of proto-historic Huron village sites.
The November 9 meeting will be held in Room 128 of Somerville
House, University of Western Ontario, and will commence at 8:00 P.M.
Hope to see you there 1

EXECUTIVE REPORT

Due to the timing of this newsletter, your executive have yet
to hold their November meeting. One of their topics of discussion
will no doubt be the upcoming Chapter executive elections.
Mr. Rudy Fecteau has been asked to solicit nominations for

our three elected positions, and has himself agreed to run for office.
At present, the slate looks like this:
President
Vice-President

- Mr. Robert Mayer
- Ms. Norah McWilliam
Mr. Rudy Fecteau
Secretary-Treasurer - Mr. George Connoy
Mr. Robert Pearce

Mr. Charles Nixon has decided not to run for president again; however,
he will continue in an executive capacity in the position of Past
President.
Nominations are still open and those interested in running
for office are asked to contact Mr. Rudy Fecteau at 679-6470 (office)
or 673-0966 (home). Next month's newsletter will include a statement
from each candidate concerning their platform for election.
SOCIAL REPORT

Symbolism and Art in Archaeology was the theme of the fifth
annual Ontario Archaeological Society symposium held in Toronto on
October 21. The elegant Sheraton Centre set the tone for what
proved to be a very successful gathering.
Personal commitments prevented Allen Tyyska from presenting
his Scheduled talk on Rock Structures in Northern Ontario; however

on two days notice, Brian Molyneaux kindly consented to give a
presentation concerning his recent research into rock art on
Lake of the Woods. His talk was a subjective and sensitive
appraisal of the physical or topographic setting of many
petroglyph and pictograph sites, in light of their
spiritual/religious function.
Thor Conway spoke next concerning his rock art
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research in Northeastern Ontario. He indicated that distribution
studies of morphs (design elements) were beginning to show
style differences across the Shield, which might be related
to the territories of specific Algonkian bands. Of major
interest was Thor's suggestion that recurring man and dog
associations and certain serpent forms could represent star
constellations.
William Noble's discussion of Ontario iroguois Effigy
pipes completed the morning session. The possibility of a
connection between certain human effigies and Iroquoian false
face masks was considered, as were the variety of possible
functions proposed for these pipes.
Joan Vastokas led off the afternoon session with a
consideration of Ontario rock art from the standpoint of
what is known as the hermaneutic philosophy of art. Joan
used the Peterborough petroglyph site to illustrate her
point, as she argued that each rock art site should be
viewed as an entity unto itself, situated in its own specific
environmental setting. If I understood her, she felt that
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interpretation of such sites was only possible through an appreciation
of the inter-relation of all the design elements at a particular
location.
Jerry Mel bye's discussion of the symbolic Aspects of Burial
interpretation looked at burial activity from a universal human
perspective.

In a sensitive and enlightening talk, he attempted

to convey some interpretations concerning the emotional or
psychological meaning of various burial practices.

Jerry asked

what was in the minds of those burying their friends and next
of kin - what did a burial symbolize?
Symbolic Aspects of Thule Eskimo Technology W3S Bob McGhee's

contribution, and it gave the symposium audience their first look
at a geographic area outside the province. Bob's perceptive talk
masterfully wove technology with folk myth and hunting spiritual
beliefs to produce an explanation for the use of caribou antler
for Eskimo land mammal hunting tools and ivory for their sea
mammal hunting kits.
The final talk of the afternoon was presented by George
MacDonald and dealt with Northwest Coast art.

Using archaeological

and ethnographic specimens, he discussed both the geographic
distribution of art styles and the development of this distinctive
art through time.
Joan Vastokas summarized the day's presentations in her
concluding remarks and then turned the floor over to two Native
activists.

Doug Pine and his associate used the opportunity

to argue against the excavation of Native burials in Ontario.

*
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Those who stayed for the evening banquet were treated to
coq au vin and an excellent talk by David Pendergast concerning
Art and Symbolism in the Central Maya Lowlands. Judging by peoples'

comments the symposium was a resounding success!

We have had little response to our October call for short
research papers, but hope that over the next few months some of our
readers will take the time to submit a brief report for our newsletter.

iIt need not be a doctoral dissertation!
,

This month we present an abstract of Mr. Ian Kenyon's paper

which he will be giving at the upcoming ESAF meetings in New Jersey.

THE GEORGE DAVIDSON SITE:
A LATE ARCHAIC "BROADPOINT" COMPONENT IN SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO
IAN T. KENYON

The George Davidson Site (AhHk-54) is located near Lake Huron on the
Ausable River in Middlesex Co., Ontario. Salvage excavations in 1977 and
1978 revealed an essentially single component Archaic site partly preserved
by alluvial deposits. The geographical position of the site indicates that
it was occupied after the end of glacial Lake Nipissing (i.e. post-2000 B.C.),
a date confirmed by a C-14 determination of 1830 i B.C. (1-10,313) obtained
on charcoal from one of the features. The artifact assemblage is dominated
fcy Genesee points made from Onondaga and Kettle Point (Port Franks) cherts
as well as by broad bladed, straight stemmed "Satchel!" points made from
sub-greywacke (argillite) (see Figure 1). Davidson is interpreted as a
summer/fall, hunting and gathering camp. While bone preservation is poor,
deer constitutes the bulk of the limited fauna! collection; dog is represented
by a partial skull. Flotation samples are only partially processed but
walnut is present.
The occurrence of Satchel 1 points at Davidson supports Roosa's (1966)
contention that they are Late Archaic and not Paleo-Indian as proposed by
Peske and Fitting. In general, Ontario Broadpoint sites are confined to
the Carolinian Biotic Province and they presumably represent a culture
adapted to the resources of this environmental zone.
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Figure 1 : Genessee and Satchel! Points
ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGICAL QUIZ IX

Well, you can't keep a good man down. Below we present a
islightly edited version of the latest creation from the house of
j
Hamalainen:
The following is a multiple choice quiz, with the correct
answers and your rating provided on the last page of the issue.
1. A scraper is:
(a) A stone tool used only in the preparation of skins
(b) Any stone tool exhibiting unifacial retouch
(c) A chert artifact exhibiting wear along one or more of its edges
(d) Any object believed to have been used for scraping
2. Which is not a form of rock art:
(a) Petroform
(b) Petrograph
(c) Petroglyph
(d) None of the above

3. A femur is:
(a) The upper arm bone
(b) The hip bone
(c) The upper leg bone
(d) The breast bone
4. Prior to being defined as such, Princess Point was known as:
(a) Ontario Owasco
(b) Point Peninsula
(c) Meadowood
(d)

Not previously defined

5. Which of the following may exhibit a striking platform

(a) A flake
(b) A core
(c) A blank
(d)

All of the above

6. An at!at! is:
(a) A spearthrower
(b) A grinding stone
(c) An ornament
(d) A problematic object
7. Which of the following missionaries to Huronia was not a Jesuit:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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Lalemant
Gamier
Sagard
le Mercier
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Flotation is:

(a) A method of transindental meditation as practiced by the Magi
in pre-Islamic Persia
(b) A method of recovering small animal and vegetable remains
(c) A method of raising sunken ships and other underwater objects
(d) None of the above

9. The metric equivalent of a five foot square is:
(a) A one metre square
(b) A two metre square
(c) A three metre square
(d) A four metre square
10. A SMAP machine is used in:
(a) Flotation
(b) Preparation of food on an archaeological dig
(c) Radiocarbon dating
(d) Photography of stratigraphic deposits
11. Which Iroquois tribe was not an original member of the league:
(a) Onondaga
(b) Mohawk
(c) Cayuga
(d) Tuscarora

12. Cartier first visited Montreal in:
(a) 1541
(b) 1534
(c) 1535
(d) 1552
13. Which projectile point type is Archaic:
(a) Brewerton
(b)

Madison

(d)

Jack's Reef

(c)

Meadowood

14. Tree-ring dating is called:
(a) Dendrochronology
(b) Thermoluminescence
(c) Asphyxiation
(d) Fluorination
15. Which of the following is not a Saugeen site:
(a) Donaldson
(b) Thede
(c) Schoonertown
(d) Force
16. When
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the French first came to Ontario, they found the Huron practising:
Corn agriculture
Slash and burn agriculture
Medicine without a license
All of the above

17. The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Iroquois dispersed the Huron in:
1639
1649
1658
1615

18. The
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Neutral were in constant warfare with:
The Huron
The Iroquois
The Fire Nation
Were not at war with anyone

19. Which of the following cultures was not located in Southwestern Ontario:
(a) Glen Meyer
(b) Southern Huron division of the Late Ontario Iroquois
(c) Princess Point
(d) Uren
20. A sondage is:
(a) A badly disturbed deposit
(b) An intrusive midden
(c) A test trench
(d) A large b l o c k t u n i t used in excavation
CORRECT ANSWERS:

1-d, 2-d, 3-c, 4-a, 5-d f 6-a, 7-c, 8-b, 9-b, 10-a, 11-d, 12-c, 13-a, 14-a,
15-d, 16-d, 17-b, 18-c, 19-b, 20-c.
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RATING:

20 - Excellent
15-19 - Very good
10-14 - Good
1-9 - Not so good
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Disgraceful: Hand in your OAS membership and never show your
face at another meeting, symposium, conference,
tour, dig or any other archaeological gathering
or functionl

